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NOOR ZAYAN

Noor Zayan is an oasis of calm and serenity in the green, rural outskirts of Marrakech.
Surrounded by palms and olive trees, this spacious home with its streamlined architecture is 

the perfect refuge, with a view of the majestic Atlas Mountains. Architect Héléna Marczewsky 
created a flowing transition between the light-filled volumes and the surrounding areas 

with patios and large windows. This resulted in transparent views across the property. The 
furnishings are zen and sophisticated, with a subtle mix of contemporary furniture with 

eastern touches and ethnic objects.There are large terraces throughout, which invite you to 
take a breakfast with a panoramic view or an intimate dinner beneath the starry skies.

www.noorzayan.com

�
In the evening, the 
swimming pool is 
illuminated by dozens of 
lights: a real One Thousand 
and One Nights atmosphere.

The pool house with 
underground spa (hammam, 

massage room, bathroom).
Loungers by Dedon, antique 

Malinese chairs found in 
the souks of Bab Fteuh.

The hammam, with light 
filtered by wrought-
iron moucharabias. 

Finish in tadelakt and 
Taza natural stone.
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SERENITY AND MINIMALISM

Serenity and minimalism in this swimming pool room designed by ‘Aksent. 
Gong daybed by Promemoria.

www.aksent-gent.be
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A TIMELESS GARDEN IN AN EXCEPTIONAL SETTING

Jan Joris (Landscape Gardening) was asked to integrate the unspoilt scenery and the 
various buildings into a single whole with numerous vistas and different atmospheres.

The contrasts of light/shadow, open/closed, rigid/loose and high/low, respect for the 
existing nature and the four seasons are recurring themes in all the designs worked 
out by Jan Joris Tuinarchitectuur. The close collaboration between the owner, villa 

contractor Frank Missotten and the team of Jan Joris resulted in this project.

www.janjoristuinen.be
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THE ART OF LIVING ON THE CÔTE D’AZUR

Commissioned by a property developer, RR interior Concepts took this newly built villa in Saint-
Tropez completely in hand. In this project Christel De Vos concentrated entirely on the complete 
furnishing and finishing. Both for outside and inside the furniture selected came from Flexform, 

B&B Italia, Minotti, Maxalto,…The object was to create a pleasant environment where the 
surroundings and the finished interior form a single united whole. Fresh colours, in combination 

with a black contrast, show a controlled vision. This is an example of the art of living outside 
the Belgian frontiers; a challenge from which RR Interior Concepts certainly did not shrink. 

www.rrinterieur.be      christeldevos1@gmail.com
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A SUBTLE HOLIDAY FEELING

In this report, landscape and garden architect Dominique Eeman demonstrates 
his creativity and virtuosity. For both holiday homes, he has succeeded in creating 

a subtle holiday feeling using a balanced mix of evergreen shrubs, grasses, 
weathered and natural materials (natural stone, wood), with a swimming pool 

and a swimming pond that are perfectly integrated into the surroundings.

www.eeman.net

The garden furniture was 
designed by Piet Boon. 
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